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Objectives

• observe a glimpse into current state-of-the-art research

• understand some of the most challenging NLP tasks

• think critically about your ML approaches to solve tasks

• feel inspired to get involved with NLP
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Our digital world is inundated with text.

How can we leverage it for useful tasks?

62B pages 500M tweets/day

(6k/sec)

2.6B active users 13M articles
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Language is funny 

“Red tape holds up new bridges”

“Hospitals are sued by 7 foot doctors”

“Local high school dropouts cut in half”

“Tesla crashed today”

“Obama announced that he will run again”

“Kipchoge announced that he will run again”

“She made him duck”

“Will you visit the bank across from the river bank? You can bank on it”

“Yes” vs “Yes.” vs “YES” vs “YES!” vs “YAS” vs “Yea”
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Language is funny (coreference) 

“Maria likes May”

“Maria likes May and Joe”

“Maria likes May and June”

“May likes Maria”

“Maria hit May, then she [fell/ran]”

“Maria and Anqi bullied May, so they got in trouble”

“Maria and Anqi convinced May to prank the teacher, so they got in trouble”
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• Distinctly human ability

• Paramount to human evolution

• Influenced by many social constructs

• Incredibly nuanced

• Language forms capture multi-dimensions

• Language evolves over time

Slide adapted from or inspired by Chris Manning and Richard Socher

Language is special and complex 
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Discourse

Pragmatics

Semantics

Syntax

Lexemes

Morphology

Characters

Linguistic Structure

what is said; the process underlying language

how words are used to denote meaning

the true meaning

rules that govern language structure

basic unit of language (e.g., words)

how words are formed

sub-unit representations
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S h e t a l k e d

t a l k e d

S h e t a l k e d t o

NP

She

S

PRP

VP

VBD PP

IN NP

NNP

talked to Bob

PER

FEMALE

She

ACTION
COMMUNICATE

VERBAL
talked

PER

MALE

Bob
Discourse

Pragmatics

Semantics

Syntax

Lexemes

Morphology

Characters

Linguistic Structure
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NLP in use

These systems hinge upon understanding what you’re 
saying (discourse) and the meaning of it (semantics)
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Morphology

Word Segmentation

Part-of-Speech Tagging

Parsing

Constituency

Dependency

Syntax
Sentiment Analysis

Topic Modelling

Named Entity Recognition (NER)

Relation Extraction

Word Sense Disambiguation

Natural Language Understanding (NLU)

Natural Language Generation (NLG)

Machine Translation

Entailment

Question Answering

Language Modelling

Semantics

Discourse
Summarization

Coreference Resolution

Common NLP Tasks (aka problems)
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In the end, a full moon succeeded

where puny machines could not,

wrenching the mammoth barge out of

the Egyptian mud in which it became

wedged six days earlier. A spring tide

finally set the Ever Given and its

enormous stack of 18,300 shipping

containers afloat again, drawing

cheers from Egyptians on the shore

and a virtual world beyond.
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to the same underlying real-world thing
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Coreference Resolution
The task of determining which words all refer 

to the same underlying real-world thing

EASY FOR HUMANS
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In the end, a full moon succeeded

where puny machines could not,

wrenching the mammoth barge out of

the Egyptian mud in which it became

wedged six days earlier. A spring tide

finally set the Ever Given and its

enormous stack of 18,300 shipping

containers afloat again, drawing

cheers from Egyptians on the shore

and a virtual world beyond.

HARD FOR 

COMPUTERS



Good models should be able to 

perform coreference resolution 

across multiple documents

36
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In the end, a full moon succeeded where

puny machines could not, wrenching the

mammoth barge out of the Egyptian mud in

which it became wedged six days earlier. A

spring tide finally set the Ever Given and its

enormous stack of 18,300 shipping

containers afloat again, drawing cheers from

Egyptians on the shore and a virtual world

beyond.

SUEZ, Egypt (AP) — Experts boarded the

massive container ship Tuesday that had

blocked Egypt’s vital Suez Canal and

disrupted global trade for nearly a week,

seeking answers to a single question that

could have billions of dollars in legal

repercussions: What went wrong?



And handle events

38
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mammoth barge 

it 

its
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container ship 

Experts
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Takeaway #1

Coreference resolution determines which
mentions all refer to the same underlying entity
or event, and is ultimately a clustering task.
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Motivation

Coreference resolution allows one to better understand 

what is going on (i.e., who is who and what is what)

45

Helps with other NLP tasks:

• Information extraction/retrieval

• Question Answering

• Document Summarization

“TL;DR crypto stocks are surging”

Question answering based on semantic structures. Narayanan and Harabagiu, 2004
Event coreference for information extraction. Humphreys et al., 1997

Sub-event based multi-document summarization. Daniel et al., 2003
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How do all coref systems work?

48



Coreference resolution
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In the end, a full moon succeeded where

puny machines could not, wrenching the

mammoth barge out of the Egyptian mud in

which it became wedged six days earlier. A

spring tide finally set the Ever Given and its

enormous stack of 18,300 shipping

containers afloat again, drawing cheers from

Egyptians on the shore and a virtual world

beyond.

52

Mention Detection

Determines which spans of words constitute a mention

entities
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Mention Detection

Determines which spans of words constitute a mention

events



In the end, a full moon succeeded where

puny machines could not, wrenching the

mammoth barge out of the Egyptian mud in

which it became wedged six days earlier. A

spring tide finally set the Ever Given and its

enormous stack of 18,300 shipping

containers afloat again, drawing cheers from

Egyptians on the shore and a virtual world

beyond.
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Mention Detection

Determines which spans of words constitute a mention

entities + events



Coreference resolution
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Mention Pair Model

Calculates a coref probability for all pairs of mentions

mammoth barge Egyptian mud

Ever Given Egyptians

itsit
0.9

0.2 0.73

0.15

0.12

0.23
0.82

0.2

0.08

0.52

0.71
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mammoth barge Egyptian mud

Ever Given Egyptians

itsit
0.9

0.2 0.73

0.15

0.12

0.23
0.82

0.2

0.08

0.52

0.71

Clustering

Uses the coref probabilities to determine clusters
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Clustering

Uses the coref probabilities to determine clusters

mammoth barge Egyptian mud

Ever Given Egyptians

itsit
0.9

0.73

0.67

0.82



Coreference resolution
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Entity Coreference (2010 – present)

Early research demonstrated 

highly-effective rule-based

entity coref systems 

Stanford’s Multi-Pass Sieve Coreference Resolution System. Lee et al. CoNLL 2011

A Multi-Pass Sieve for Coreference Resolution. Raghunathan et al. EMNLP 2010

CoNLL F1: 58.3
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Entity Coreference (2010 – present)

Rule 1: cluster together all entity 

mentions that are identical

The Ever Given cargo ship 
has been stuck for the past 
six days. While reports of 
Ever Given started to …

Stanford’s Multi-Pass Sieve Coreference Resolution System. Lee et al. CoNLL 2011

A Multi-Pass Sieve for Coreference Resolution. Raghunathan et al. EMNLP 2010
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Entity Coreference (2010 – present)

Rule 10: cluster together all entity mentions 

that are aliases according to Wikipedia

Donald Glover, better known 
as Childish Gambino, has 
written and produced an 
incredible TV series titled 
Atlanta.

Stanford’s Multi-Pass Sieve Coreference Resolution System. Lee et al. CoNLL 2011

A Multi-Pass Sieve for Coreference Resolution. Raghunathan et al. EMNLP 2010
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Entity Coreference (2011 – present)

Then, many systems threw 

tons of manually-defined 

features into their models

Improving Coreference Resolution by Learning Entity-Level 
Distributed Representations. Clark and Manning. ACL 2016

Narrowing the Modeling Gap: A Cluster-Ranking Approach to 
Coreference Resolution. Rahman and Ng. JAIR 2011

CoNLL F1: 65.3



Entity Coreference (2011 – present)

Then, many systems threw 

tons of manually-defined 

features into their models

Improving Coreference Resolution by Learning Entity-Level 
Distributed Representations. Clark and Manning. ACL 2016

Narrowing the Modeling Gap: A Cluster-Ranking Approach to 
Coreference Resolution. Rahman and Ng. JAIR 2011

Takeaway #2

Research has largely relied on ML models w/ 
many manually-defined features.

Strong results but clear limitations.
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Actress Lindsay Lohan finally checked

into court-mandated rehab at the

Betty Ford Center late Thursday.
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Event Coreference (2014 - present)

Lindsay Lohan checked into the Betty

Ford Clinic in Rancho Mirage,

California on Thursday night, for what

is to be a three-month stay, her rep

confirms to People.

ECB+ corpus has 982 short documents
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SameLemma: if two mentions have the same lemma 
(base form), classify them as being coref!

running

Original word Lemmatization

run

ran run

This shouldn’t work so well, but it does.

Event Coreference (2014 - present)
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Event Coreference (2017 – 2019)

Novel deep learning approaches 

used very few features

Cross-Document Coreference Resolution for Entities and Events. Tanner. Brown University Dissertation. 2019

Event Coreference Resolution by Iteratively Unfolding Inter-dependencies among Events. Choubey and Huang. EMNLP 2017.



71Cross-Document Coreference Resolution for Entities and Events. Tanner. Brown University Dissertation. 2019

Key insight: use contextualized word embeddings to 

automatically learn feature representations

Event Coreference (2017 – 2019)

The Ever Given was finally freed after

becoming wedged six days prior. While it

was stuck, corporations lost an estimated

$1.2 billion in commerce.



72Cross-Document Coreference Resolution for Entities and Events. Tanner. Brown University Dissertation. 2019

Siamese Conjoined CNN w/ Contrastive Loss

Event Coreference (2017 – 2019)

wedged stuck

becoming was

corporationssix

CNN CNNλ

similarity score



73Cross-Document Coreference Resolution for Entities and Events. Tanner. Brown University Dissertation. 2019

Event Coreference (2017 – 2019)



Friday, Obama announced …

74Cross-Document Coreference Resolution for Entities and Events. Tanner. Brown University Dissertation. 2019

Event Coreference (2019)

Sony announced today …

False Positive False Negatives

False Negative

The casting of Smith …

Smith stepped into the role …

Smith was handed the keys to play …

The UN Refugee Agency on Friday strongly condemned the aerial bombing of …

Two of the bombs fell within the Yida Camp, including …



75Cross-Document Coreference Resolution for Entities and Events. Tanner. Brown University Dissertation. 2019

Event Coreference (2017 – 2019)

FINDINGS

• state-of-the-art for event coref

• Character Embeddings + Lemma Embeddings were 
the only two necessary features



Cross-Document Coreference Resolution for Entities and Events. Tanner. Brown University Dissertation. 2019

Event Coreference (2017 – 2019)

FINDINGS

• state-of-the-art for event coref

• Character Embeddings + Lemma Embeddings were 
the only two necessary features

Takeaway #3 The community needs a better corpus.

76

Takeaway #4 Event coref is especially hard, but using 
deep learning w/ contextualized 
representations works well.
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Entity Coreference (2017)

Mention
Detection

Mention
Pair 

Model

Clustering

End-to-end Neural Coreference Resolution. Lee et al. EMNLP 2017.

First end-to-end neural system
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Entity Coreference (2017)

First end-to-end neural system

End-to-end Neural Coreference Resolution. Lee et al. EMNLP 2017.

CoNLL F1: 68.8
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Entity Coreference (2017)

First end-to-end neural system

End-to-end Neural Coreference Resolution. Lee et al. EMNLP 2017.

Bi-LSTM encodes rich information
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Entity Coreference (2017)

First end-to-end neural system

End-to-end Neural Coreference Resolution. Lee et al. EMNLP 2017.
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Entity Coreference (2017)

Uses several important features

End-to-end Neural Coreference Resolution. Lee et al. EMNLP 2017.
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Entity Coreference (2019 - present) REMAINING ISSUES

• Pronouns (especially in conversation)

• Conflating relatedness with equality
(e.g., “Flight attendants” with ”pilots”)

• World-knowledge

• Mention paraphrasing
(e.g., “Royals” with “Prince Charles and his wife Camilla”)

End-to-end Neural Coreference Resolution. Lee et al. EMNLP 2017.
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BERT is incredible, can we use it 
for coreference resolution?

BERT: Pre-training of Deep Bidirectional Transformers for Language Understanding. Devlin et al. NAACL 2019. ~19,000 citations!
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The Ever Given has
x1 x2 x3 x4

r2

Encoder #1

r3 r4r1

Encoder #2

Encoder #3BERT
(encodes rich information very well)

y1 y2 y3 y4
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Entity Coreference (2017)

First end-to-end neural system

End-to-end Neural Coreference Resolution. Lee et al. EMNLP 2017.
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Entity Coreference (2019)

BERT Improvements

BERT for Coreference Resolution: Baselines and Analysis. Joshi et al. EMNLP 2019.

BERTTransformer (x)

CoNLL F1: 79.6



Discourse

Pragmatics

Semantics

Syntax

Lexemes

Morphology

Characters
87

Research has demonstrated that BERT can 
capture many complex linguistic properties.

However, coref is still far from solved

BERT: Pre-training of Deep Bidirectional Transformers for Language Understanding. Devlin et al. NAACL 2019.

BERT Rediscovers the Classical NLP Pipeline. Tenney et al. ACL 2019

What does BERT learn about the structure of language? Jawahar et al. ACL 2019.

What Does BERT Look At? An Analysis of BERT's Attention. Clark et al. ACL 2019.
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However, coref is still far from solved



However, coref is still far from solved

Takeaway #5 Neural pre-trained text encoders 
(e.g., BERT) capture rich information 
but miss nuanced cases
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Takeaway #5 Neural pre-trained text encoders 
(e.g., BERT) capture rich information 
but miss nuanced cases
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Takeaway #6 Until we have better data, we don’t 
fully understand the capabilities of 
our existing systems, nor do we know 
what is possible.
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INSIGHTS

Instead of hammering away on a problem and throwing 

complex models at it, pay close attention to:

1. What you’re trying to model (i.e., your data)

2. How you’re framing the problem

(e.g., a clustering task via pairwise predictions)

Performance is reaching an asymptote.
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Since labelled data is lacking, can we 
build a powerful unsupervised model?
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We combine the old school, 
manual rule-based system

with the SOTA BERT-
based end-to-end model

BERTTransformer (x)

Unsupervised Coreference Resolution with Contextualized Representations and Linguistic Prior Knowledge. Alessandro Stolfo et al. In preparation. 
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We combine the old school, 
manual rule-based system

with the SOTA BERT-
based end-to-end model

BERTTransformer (x)

Supervised
(needs training data)

Unsupervised
(doesn’t need training data)

Unsupervised Coreference Resolution with Contextualized Representations and Linguistic Prior Knowledge. Alessandro Stolfo et al. In preparation. 
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We combine the old school, 
manual rule-based system

with the SOTA BERT-
based end-to-end model

BERTTransformer (x)

Supervised
(needs training data)

Unsupervised
(doesn’t need training data)

Let’s use this as synthetic 

“gold” labels for BERT

Unsupervised Coreference Resolution with Contextualized Representations and Linguistic Prior Knowledge. Alessandro Stolfo et al. In preparation. 
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Training with noisy (imperfect) rule-based labels would limit our 
BERT model to perform no better than the rule-based system

CONCERN

Unsupervised Coreference Resolution with Contextualized Representations and Linguistic Prior Knowledge. Alessandro Stolfo et al. In preparation. 
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Training with noisy (imperfect) rule-based labels would limit our 
BERT model to perform no better than the rule-based system

CONCERN

FINDINGS

Our combined BERT model successfully uses distant-supervision
to outperform the rule-based system

Unsupervised Coreference Resolution with Contextualized Representations and Linguistic Prior Knowledge. Alessandro Stolfo et al. In preparation. 
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How can we create the biggest, best 
coreference dataset for entity and events?

Coreference Type Name # Docs

events

entities

ECB+

OntoNotes

982

3,493
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We’re building an annotation tool that allows users to:

• collaborate with others

• run remotely on humbleNLP.com (coming soon)

• get started with many state-of-the-art models

• quickly annotate cross-document coref via entity linking

• have different permissions (e.g., annotator, approver, admin)
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Suggest Mentions

SpanBERT

SpaCy

Annotate Mentions

SpanBERT

SpaCy

Show part-of-speech

All

Noun

Verb

Pronoun

Lindsay Lohan Leaves Betty Ford , Checks Into Malibu Rehab

First Published : June 13 , 2013 4 : 59 PM EDT Lindsay

Lohan has left the Betty Ford Center and is moving to a

rehab facility in Malibu , Calif . , Access Hollywood has

confirmed . A spokesperson for The Los Angeles Superior

Court confirmed to Access that a judge signed an order

yesterday allowing the transfer to Cliffside
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Takeaway #1

Coreference resolution determines which mentions all refer to the
same underlying entity or event, and is ultimately a clustering task.

Takeaway #2

Research has largely relied on ML models w/ many manually-
defined features. Strong results but clear limitations.

Takeaway #3

The community needs a better corpus.
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Takeaway #5

Neural pre-trained text encoders (e.g., BERT) capture rich 
information but miss nuanced cases

Takeaway #4

Event coref is especially hard, but using deep learning w/ 
contextualized representations works well.

Takeaway #6

Until we have better data, we don’t fully understand the 
capabilities of our existing systems, or know what’s possible.
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Coreference Resolution has had many 

exciting advances in the last 10 years, but 

it’s far from solved and remains one of the 

most challenging and exciting NLP tasks.

Conclusions
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Joint Entity and 
Event Coreference

Xin Zeng

IACS MS Thesis

Ning Hua

Smith College x Harvard
Independent Study

Efficient Active Learning for 
Entity-based Annotation

Xin Zeng

IACS MS Thesis

Automated Captioning for 
Data Visualizations

Anita Mahinpei

IACS MS Thesis

Commonsense 
Adversarial NLP

Jack Scudder

IACS MS Thesis

Joint Entity and 
Event Coreference

Unsupervised Coreference 
Resolution

Alessandro Stolfo

ETH-Zurich MS Thesis
Co-advised by 
Mrinmaya Sachan

Grammar Correction and 
Language Learning

Yoel Zweig

ETH-Zurich MS Thesis
Co-advised by 
Mrinmaya Sachan

Sign Language Classification for Novice Learners

Ali Hindi

Brunswick High School

Thomas Fouts

Brunswick High School

Accepted to Stanford Awaiting Decisions

End-to-End Entity Linking

Mingyue Wei

IACS MS Thesis

Current Students
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Coreference with 
Commonsense

Xavier Evans

Harvard
Independent Study

Annotation tools for Coreference Resolution

Shivas Jayaram Harvard DCE Graduate  

Current Students 
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Current Collaborators

Eduardo Peynetti Harvard DCE Student  

Joe Brucker @ self-employed

Gene Prediction with Language Modelling

Benjamin Levy IACS Graduate

Zihao Xu IACS Graduate

Liyang Zhao IACS Graduate

Shuying Ni IACS Graduate

Phoebe Wong IACS Graduate

Shahab Asoodeh Harvard Physics Post-doc

Karl Kremling Inari

Ross Altman Inari
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Qiang Fei IACS Graduate

Ekin Dogus Cubuk Google

Shuyuan Xiao IACS Graduate

Yingsi Jian IACS Graduate
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Questions?

Thanks!
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BACK-UP SLIDES



She gave him the book

He was given the book by her

117Events are Not Simple: Identity, Non-Identity, and Quasi-Identity. Hovy et al. EVENTS-workshop 2013.

More examples of why Event coref is hard

Wide-reading Paraphrase

The bombing killed four people

The attack took place yesterday

Lexical Identity

It was destroyed

The destruction of the town …



118Cross-Document Coreference Resolution for Entities and Events. Tanner. Brown University Dissertation. 2019

Event Coreference (2019)

False 
Negatives
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Event Coreference (2019)

False Positives
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Event Coreference (2019)

False 
Negatives
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Stanford Multi-pass sieves
Heeyoung Lee, Yves Peirsman, Angel Chang, 
Nathanael Chambers, Mihai Surdeanu, Dan Jurafsky

Closed

Open
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Clark and Manning
Improving Coreference Resolution 
by Learning Entity-Level Distributed 
Representations
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End-to-end Neural 
Coreference 
Resolution

Kenton Lee† , Luheng He† , Mike 
Lewis‡ , and Luke Zettlemoyer†∗
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SpanBERT
Mandar Joshi, Danqi Chen, 
Yinhan Liu, Daniel S. Weld, Luke 
Zettlemoyer, Omer Levy


